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a b s t r a c t
The azimuthal decorrelation between a vector boson and a jet is an essential hard probe in high energy
proton-proton and heavy-ion collisions. We overcome intrinsic limitations of previous studies by using
a recoil-free axis, achieving unprecedented next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy with small nonperturbative corrections. This choice of axis also makes the observable robust in the presence of a large
background. Furthermore, the azimuthal angle distribution is minimally changed when determined using only charged particle tracks, which offer superior angular resolution for precise measurements. Our
effective ﬁeld theory includes full jet dynamics, and we ﬁnd contributions from linearly-polarized gluon
transverse momentum distributions in the initial and ﬁnal state.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3 .

1. Introduction
The production of a vector boson (V ) in association with jets is
a crucial process in pp and heavy ion collisions. It is an important
background in the study of Standard Model processes (e.g. to control b-tagging for t t̄ measurements [1]) and the search for physics
beyond the Standard Model (see [2] for a recent review), and a
prime channel to study the effects of the quark-gluon plasma produced in heavy-ion collisions [3–5]. The precise theoretical prediction for such processes relies on advances in both ﬁxed-order
calculations and all-order resummation of large (Sudakov) logarithms. In pp collisions, the ﬁxed-order calculations of such processes have reached next-to-next-to-leading order in QCD [6–11],
while in the back-to-back limit the Sudakov logarithms in the total
transverse-momentum distribution of V +jet have only been re-
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summed up to next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) accuracy [12–14].
The relatively large uncertainties in the resummed result at NLL
accuracy (see the discussion in [14]) is one of the main obstacles to a precise prediction for such processes. In order to match
to high-accuracy ﬁxed-order calculations, one has to extend these
resummation techniques to higher order. This, however, has been
hamstrung by their intrinsic limitations, such as the presence of
non-global logarithms [15].
In this letter, by explicitly calculating the angular decorrelation
of Z +jet [4,16–18] in the back-to-back limit up to next-to-next-toleading logarithms (NNLL), we show that one can overcome these
limitations by using two main ingredients: First, a recoil-free jet
axis, obtained using the Winner-Takes-All (WTA) recombination
scheme [19,20]. And second, factorization-based methods from
Soft-Collinear Effective Theory (SCET) [21–25], which allow us to
obtain extremely precise predictions for the angular decorrelation.
We also ﬁnd — for the ﬁrst time — that predictions for this observable include linearly-polarized gluon transverse-momentumdistributions (TMDs) in the initial and ﬁnal state. For the initial
state this novel mode of appearance arises from spin superpositions for one gluon [26] (for Higgs production this arises instead
from spin interference between multiple initial-state gluons [27]).
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0370-2693/© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by
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choice of coordinate system. Writing this in terms of the Fourier
conjugate variable b x , we follow the standard steps [34–36] in
SCET to obtain the following factorization formula [37]

dσ

(2)

dp x, V dp T , J d y V dη J



=

db x
2π

e ip x, V b x



B i (xa , b x ) B j (xb , b x ) S i jk (b x , η J )

i , j ,k

 p 2 

x, V
,
× Hi j → V k ( p T , V , y V − η J )Jk (b x ) 1 + O 2
p T ,V

where we suppressed the dependence on the renormalization
scales. Here, y V (η J ) denote the (pseudo)rapidity of the vector
boson (jet), the sum on i , j , k runs over the partonic channels (including linearly-polarized gluon beam and jet functions), and the
hard function Hi j → V k describes the short-distance scattering. The
contribution to p x, V from collinear initial- and ﬁnal-state radiation and soft radiation is encoded in the (standard) TMD beam
functions B i , j , the TMD jet function Jk and the soft function S i jk ,
which will be discussed in more detail below.
We now comment on the crucial role played by the WTA recombination scheme in deriving the factorization in Eq. (2). By
using a recoil-free jet axis, the effect of soft radiation is power
suppressed in the jet algorithm. Consequently, soft radiation is
not treated differently inside or outside the jet and only leads to
the total recoil in Eq. (1) [33]. This allows us to overcome the
intrinsic limitation posed by NGLs [15] and extend the accuracy
beyond the NLL results of [38], which used jets obtained with a
pnT -weighted recombination scheme with n = 1 (for n > 1 the effect of soft radiation on the axis is power suppressed, and the
WTA scheme corresponds to n → ∞). Since the cross section is
independent of the renormalization scale, an important check of
Eq. (2) is that the anomalous dimensions of the ingredients cancel against each other, which we have veriﬁed up to two loops. In
principle, Eq. (2) may receive corrections from factorization violating effects [39–42], which can be systematically accounted for in
SCET using a Glauber mode [43], and are not required at the level
of accuracy we consider.

Fig. 1. The azimuthal angle between the vector boson (green) and WTA jet axis
(blue) is related to the momentum of the vector boson p x, V transverse to the colliding protons (red) and jet. Collinear initial (purple) and ﬁnal-state (blue) radiation
and soft radiation (pink) is also shown.

The recoil-free axis is the prime driver of success for this letter:
Its unique ability to separate the effects of soft and collinear radiation reduces the impact of soft recoil [28], removing the otherwise
problematic non-global logarithms. This allows us to make predictions for very small angular deviations from — at leading order —
the back-to-back case (see Fig. 1). Reduced soft sensitivity is also
crucial in environments with a lot of contamination, such as highenergy nuclear collisions. The use of a recoil-free axis in lepton-ion
collisions was proposed in [29], where the simpler colour and spin
structure removes the linearly-polarized contributions. Note that
using the WTA axis does not require a complete new calibration
of the jet. Rather, one can recluster jets to obtain the WTA axis,
which for the proposed measurement has a negligible impact.
Furthermore, we show from ﬁrst principles that measurements
using tracks have an almost identical distribution, implemented
using track functions [30,31]. This makes it possible to exploit the
superior angular resolution of the tracking system (compared to
calorimetry).

3. Resummation
Eq. (2) enables the resummation of large logarithms by separating the physics at different scales. Speciﬁcally, we evaluate each
ingredient at its natural scale, and use the ingredients’ renormalization group equations to evolve them to a common scale, thereby
resumming the logarithms of δφ . The collinear (beam and jet) and
soft ingredients in Eq. (2) have the same virtuality and are only
separated in rapidity. This requires a rapidity regulator, for which
we adopt the η -regulator [44,45], leading to rapidity divergences of
1/η and a corresponding evolution in the rapidity renormalization
scale ν that sums (large) rapidity logarithms. (For other choices of
rapidity regulators, see e.g. [46–52].) The natural scales of the ingredients in Eq. (2) are:

2. Factorization
We start by giving a precise deﬁnition of our observable. The
azimuthal angle φ between the vector boson (V ) and the jet
( J ) is directly related to the momentum component p x, V of the
vector boson, which is perpendicular to the plane deﬁned by the
colliding beams (labelled a, b) and the jet axis, see Fig. 1. Explicitly, π − φ ≡ δφ ≈ sin(δφ) = | p x, V |/ p T , V , where we introduce δφ
such that the back-to-back limit corresponds to δφ → 0. (This is
similar to the planar limit for e + e − → 3 jets investigated in [32],
which is not a transverse momentum observable.)
We now present the factorization formula, assuming δφ  R
(other cases were considered in [33]). Since the azimuthal angle
is related to p x, V , we consider momentum conservation along this
direction. In the infrared limit δφ → 0,

p x,a + p x,b + p x,c + p x, S + p x, V = 0 ,

μH ∼ νB ∼ ν J ∼ p T ,V ∼ m V ,
μ B ∼ μ J ∼ μ S ∼ ν S ∼ 1/|b x | .

(3)

In this letter we will present numerical results at NNLL accuracy,
which requires the ingredients in Eq. (2) at one-loop order, their
anomalous dimensions at two-loop order [53–58] and the cusp
anomalous dimension at three-loop order [53,59]. We note that
the anomalous dimensions for the linearly-polarized beam and jet
functions are the same as their unpolarized counterparts. Furthermore, most of the ingredients for N3 LL resummation are available.

(1)

where p x,a , p x,b (p x, S ) originate from collinear (soft) initial(initial- and ﬁnal-) state radiation. A non-zero contribution p x,c
from collinear radiation inside the jet arises because the jet momentum and axis are not aligned for the WTA axis [20]. Eq. (1)
trivially gives access to our observable since p x, J = 0 due to our
2
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4. Ingredients

removes all dependence on the jet radius. In this limit the momentum of the initial parton is contained in the jet, which simpliﬁes
(1)
its expression. Writing Ji = 1 + αs /(4π )Ji + . . . ,

We now will describe the various ingredients entering in
Eq. (2). For our NNLL predictions we need the hard function
at one-loop order [60,61], and a new contribution multiplying
linearly-polarized gluon beam [62] and jet functions that we calculate here:

HiLj → V k

=

xa xb p T 
8π ŝ2


 M L (i j → V k)2

 

ν
2π 2
(1 )
+7−
Jq (b⊥ , μ, ν ) = C F L b 3 + 4 ln
− 6 ln 2 ,
(1 )

J g (b⊥ , μ, ν ) = C A L b

(4)

ω

  11

 4

17
8
+ T F n f − Lb −
+ ln 2 ,
3

with

 L

32π 2 αem αs eq2 ûm2V
 M (qg → γ q)2 =
,
Nc

where

(5)

ŝt̂

ût̂

(1 )



(2 )



S i jk (b x , η J , μ, ν ) = −

Ti · T j S

(2 )









b x , μ, ν ni · n j /2

ˆ

× 0|δ(ω − n̄ · P )δd−2 (P⊥ )Bna⊥μ (0)e ib⊥ ·k⊥ Bna⊥ν (0)|0 .
It differs from the standard jet function by the factor in square
μν
brackets (which is otherwise − g ⊥ /(d − 2)). Taking n J to indicate
the jet direction, we introduce light-cone vectors nμ = (1, n J ) and
n̄μ = (1, −n J ), with ⊥ denoting components transverse to both.
Bna⊥μ is the collinear gluon ﬁeld, which includes a collinear Wilson
line to ensure gauge invariance. The initial momentum of the ﬁeld
is ﬁxed by the delta functions. The transverse momentum corresponding to the displacement of the WTA axis with respect to this

ˆ

L (1 )

Jg

(6)

μ π2
−
,
ν
3

− 32 ,

(7)
1
6

1

2

3

3

(b⊥ , μ, ν ) = − C A +

TFnf .

(10)

Since this is the ﬁrst nontrivial order, it yields the same result for
other recoil-insensitive axes.
We provide evidence for contributions from linearly-polarized
gluon beam and jet functions in Fig. 2, by showing the difference between the cross section obtained using our factorization
in Eq. (2) and MCFM at NLO [79,80], with a cut δφ < δφ cut . This
difference should vanish in the limit δφ cut → 0, but only does
so when the linearly-polarized gluon beam and jet functions are
included. (Note that the linearly-polarized contributions are not
visible in the cross section differential in δφ .) The left panel shows
the contribution involving qq PDFs, which only involves linearlypolarized beam functions, and in the right panel we focus on the
n f dependent contribution from qq̄ PDFs, to provide evidence for
a nonzero contribution from linearly-polarized jet functions.

where S = 1 + αs /(4π ) S (1) + . . . with

2 2 2γ E
and L b = ln(b⊥
μ e /4). The colour factors are Tq · Tq̄ =

(9)

initial momentum is picked out by k⊥ . The ﬁrst non-vanishing order of Eq. (9) is one loop, for which we obtain

2
1  (1 )
S i jk (b x , η J , μ, ν ) ,
2

S (1) (b⊥ , μ, ν ) = −2L b2 + 8L b ln

ω = 2p TJ cosh η J . Here b⊥ is transverse to the jet axis, and

J gL (b⊥ , μ, ν )
μν
μ
b bν  2(2π )d−1 ω
1  g⊥
=
+ ⊥ ⊥
2
d−3 d−2
N c2 − 1
b⊥

i< j

+

(8)

The linearly-polarized jet function describes the effect of a spinsuperposition of the gluon initiating the jet, and is deﬁned as

Ti · T j S (1) b x , μ, ν ni · n j /2 ,

i< j

3

5. Linearly-polarized gluon jet function

Here ŝ, t̂ , û are the partonic Mandelstam variables, and m2V is the
off-shellness of the photon. For the Z boson we have the usual
replacement of the coupling.
In Eq. (2) H L gets accompanied by one linearly-polarized gluon
beam or jet function. Since these start at order αs , we only need
the LO results for H L . Interestingly, the linearly-polarized contributions enter the cross section already at NLO, instead of NNLO for
Higgs production [27,63–65]. This is also the ﬁrst time a linearlypolarized jet function appears, which we discuss in more detail
below.
Up to order αs2 , the soft function S i jk can be determined from
the standard TMD soft function S [57,58,66]. For exchanges involving only two Wilson lines, we can perform a boost to make them
back-to-back. Similar to [67], our observable is perpendicular to
the boost, so only the rapidity regulator is affected by such a boost
(see e.g. [68]), yielding

S i jk (b x , η J , μ, ν ) = −

9

in Eq. (2) we take it also perpendicular to the beams with |b⊥ | =
|b x |.

 L

32π 2 αem αs eq2 ( N c2 − 1) ŝm2V
 M (qq̄ → γ g )2 = −
.
2
Nc

3


ν  131 2π 2 22
+
ln 2
+ 4 ln
−
−
3
ω
18
3
3

and

Tq · T g = Tq̄ · T g =
and na · nb = 2, na,b · n J = 1 ∓ tanh η J . The
contribution involving exchanges between three Wilson lines vanishes due to colour conservation [69].
The beam functions describe the transverse momentum of
the colliding hard parton with respect to the beam axis due to
collinear initial-state radiation. They have a perturbative matching onto PDFs, and the matching coeﬃcients are known at twoloop [56,58,64,70–74] and three-loop order [75–77]. In Eq. (2), we
only probe the x-component of the transverse momentum. As azimuthal symmetry is broken, we get a linearly-polarized contribution, which encodes the effect of a spin-superposition of the gluon
extracted from the proton. This linear polarization was not taken
into account in previous studies of the azimuthal angular decorrelation.
The TMD jet function describes the offset of the WTA axis with
respect to the jet momentum (for the standard jet axis there is
no transverse momentum dependence). We recalculated the TMD
jet functions [33,78] using the η -regulator, taking δφ  R, which

6. Track-based measurement
The angular resolution of jet measurements is about 0.1 radians, due the size of the calorimeter cells, limiting access to the
resummation region. This can be overcome by measuring the jet
using only charged particles, exploiting the superior angular resolution of the tracking systems at the LHC. Here we identify another
advantage of the WTA axis: since the effect of soft radiation on
the jet algorithm is power suppressed, switching to a track-based
3
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Fig. 2. Difference between the singular cross section in Eq. (2) and the cross section from MCFM at NLO with a cut δφ < δφ cut . Shown are the contribution from qq (left) and
qq̄ (right) PDF ﬂavors. Jets are identiﬁed using the anti-k T algorithm with R = 1 and the leading jet fulﬁls p T , J > 60 GeV and |η J | < 2. In the right plot we only consider
NLO corrections proportional to n f .

Fig. 3. Predictions from Pythia for the azimuthal angle between the vector boson
and jet, using all particles (green) or only charged particles (blue dotted).

measurement only modiﬁes the jet function. (Note that p T , J and
η J do not require a ﬁne angular resolution and are therefore measured on the full jet.) Consistency of the factorization formula in
Eq. (2) then implies that this track-based jet function J¯ has the
same anomalous dimension as J . We reach the same conclusion
by a direct calculation using track functions [30,31]. Explicitly, the
difference in the one-loop constant for the quark jet function is
(1 )
(1 )
J¯q = Jq + 4C F

1
dx
0

1 + x2
1−x

ln

x
1−x

Fig. 4. Our resummed prediction for the cross section differential in the azimuthal
angle at NLL+NLO (red) and NNLL+NLO (blue), compared to the NLO cross section
from MCFM (green) and Pythia at hadron level (black). The lower panel shows the
PDF uncertainty.

1

Recently, the ease of including track functions for purely collinear
measurements was demonstrated [82].

dz1 T q ( z1 , μ)
0

7. Resummed predictions

1
dz2 T g ( z2 , μ)[θ( z1 x − z2 (1 − x)) − θ(x − 12 )] ,

×

√

We obtain predictions in Fig. 4 for the LHC with s = 13 TeV,
using the factorization formula in Eq. (2). Jets are identiﬁed by
the anti-k T clustering algorithm with R = 0.5 and the WTA recombination scheme. We use the CT14nlo parton distribution functions [83], and show the PDF uncertainty.
We show our resummed predictions in Fig. 4 at NLL+NLO and
NNLL+NLO order, and compare to the NLO cross section obtained

(11)

0

in terms of the track functions T i ( z, μ). The change reﬂects the
possibility of a hadronization mismatch in the WTA recombination:
A losing (in WTA sense) parton may hadronize into the winning
track. The expression for the gluon jet function involves the appropriate replacement of the splitting functions, and there is no modiﬁcation to the linearly-polarized gluon jet function at order αs .
We have veriﬁed using Pythia 8.2 [81] that using tracks only has
a minimal effect on this measurement, see Fig. 3. For the standard
jet axis, this difference is larger [37]. The conclusions reached here
also apply to other angular measurements, such as in [33,67,78].

μ H = p 2T , V + m2V ,
ν S = μ B = 2e−γ E /|b x |, ν B a,b = xa,b s and ν J = ω. We estimate
the perturbative uncertainty by varying μ B and μ H by a factor
from MCFM. For our central curve we take

√

two around their central values, taking the envelope of the scale
variations. The uncertainty bands of the NLL and NNLL predictions
4
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overlap, and are substantially reduced for the NNLL result in the
resummation region φ  170◦ . While the resummed predictions
approaches a constant in the back-to-back limit, the NLO prediction becomes unreliable due to unresummed logarithms. At very
low values of p x, V , the scale μ B hits the Landau pole. To avoid
this unphysical behaviour, we apply the b∗ -prescription |b x | →
b∗

= |b x |/

1 + b2x /b2max

[84]. On the other hand, for φ 
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the ﬁxed-order corrections are important. These are included by
matching to the NLO using a transition function, as in e.g. [85].
We also compare to Pythia, including the NLO K -factor of 1.6.
The difference in shape for φ  170◦ is not signiﬁcant, given the
size of the NLL uncertainty band (a reasonable proxy for the Pythia
uncertainty). We have veriﬁed that this is not due to multiparton
interactions or hadronization effects, which have a minimal effect
on this observable.
8. Conclusions
In this letter we establish a promising avenue for precision
studies of transverse momentum distributions in initial and ﬁnal
states of high energy collisions. We present the ﬁrst prediction
of the azimuthal angular distribution in boson-jet production at
NNLL accuracy. Such high theoretical precision is achieved by the
use of a recoil-free jet axis in the azimuthal angle deﬁnition, ensuring that non-global logarithms are absent. Using simulations
at truth particle level, we demonstrate that measuring this angle
using charged tracks accurately reproduces the distribution determined when using all the jet particles. This allows us to exploit the
ﬁnest angular resolution for precise experimental measurements.
Our theoretical predictions are based on a factorized expression
in SCET involving TMD beam and jet functions. This factorization is conﬁrmed (beyond consistency of anomalous dimensions)
at NLO by comparing to MCFM, verifying the necessity of including linearly-polarized TMD distributions. These functions are intimately related to TMD PDFs and fragmentation functions in the
literature, describing the nonperturbative regime |b x | ∼ 1/ QCD ,
where the perturbative matching onto collinear PDFs fails. However, the soft function is different compared to e.g. Drell-Yan, and
so one cannot simply absorb it into the TMD parton distribution, as
is customary [49,51] (this is e.g. precluded because our soft function depends on the jet rapidity).
Our work serves as a baseline for pinning down the inner workings of the QCD medium produced in heavy-ion collisions [12],
where the use of a recoil-free axis will be even more important
to suppress effects from the huge underlying event background.
This study also presents an excellent opportunity to shed light on
the three-dimensional picture of gluon dynamics inside the proton.
Furthermore, polarization effects from initial and ﬁnal states can
also be included in our framework. We are conﬁdent that these
considerations offer ample opportunities for future research.
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